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The focus of the large majority of leadership development initiatives today is on 
building capability within the organization, breaking down silos and enhancing 
internal networking, improving the flow of knowledge and communications 
between teams and divisions. This is understandable and necessary – huge 

improvements in performance can occur with better teamwork and knowledge exchange 
and it pays organizations to ensure that these systems are optimized.

However it remains a fact that for most large projects – and certainly for the larger of the 
world’s challenges – effective solutions will only be achieved by external collaboration. 
More often than not this will involve building and managing relationships across the public 
and private sector and increasingly the third, or not-for-profit, sector too.

In the last 150 years societal problems have increasingly been seen as the preserve 
of government to fix. Public health and education solutions tended initially to be very 
local in scope and being driven by empowered public officials could over-ride objections 
and barriers to their grand projects in the name of the greater good with the power 
of government legislation. We can see this in the mid-nineteenth century Glasgow 
Corporation Waterworks transforming that city, through Roosevelt’s Tennessee Valley 
Authority in the 1930’s to modern day provision of education.

As the world has become more inter-connected and globalised the major challenges that 
have begun to face society are more international, cross-border and complex. Throughout 
the second half of the twentieth century governments continued to be seen as the main 
source of resources to solve problems such as entrenched poverty, chronic illness and 
pollution in both developed and developing economies. However, the additional complexity 
that the scale, intractability and internationalisation of these problems presented meant 
that governments were becoming increasingly ineffectual at executing successful change 
– not least because the mechanisms governments tended to use were based more on 
doling out cash than managing solutions. By the turn of the twenty-first century it looked 
as if the old model was failing and there seemed little that was available to replace it. 
However, two old adages appear to have come true – as one door closes another door 
opens, and necessity is the mother of invention.

The current century has been beset by an on-going series of major problems that have 
kept the global population in a state of fear of imminent calamity rather than one of 
great hope that a new millennium might bring. Economically the bursting of the tech-
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bubble, though followed by a half-decade of impressive, emerging economy led growth, 
ended with the financial meltdown and Great Recession. Behind this economic roller-
coaster have been the twin threats from global terrorism and incipient climate change. 
On top of all this have been some spectacular natural disasters from the Asian tsunami 
to Hurricane Sandy, and recently Typhoon Haiyan, to the chronic health and hygiene 
issues that an ever-growing population inevitably fosters. For all these issues – economic 
collapse, global terrorism, humanitarian disasters and longer, slower disasters concerning 
under-nourishment, poor water supply, and lack of education for large proportions of the 
world’s people – the world’s governments and NGOs have tried to help, and while they are 
still best placed to offer immediate responses, putting in place longer, more sustainable 
processes has been much more difficult.

But the scenario is not as bleak as this picture paints. We know from countless examples 
that complex problems are best solved not by large, set-piece, top-down projects but 
much more successfully when numerous small innovations tackle the issues on the 
ground and build momentum. With these twenty-first century challenges we have also 
found ourselves in a more agile, fast-moving world, where people can connect virtually 
to achieve powerful movements for change; that new technologies can enable solutions 
that were pure science-fiction a decade previously; and, most powerfully, that there is a 
burgeoning generation of bright entrepreneurs and innovators who are sufficiently well-
provided for already that their motivation to create change is more an intrinsic one of 
‘doing good’ than extrinsically ‘making money’.

The major challenges 
that have begun to 
face society are more 
international, cross-
border and complex
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In their recent book The Solution Revolution William Eggers and Paul Macmillan, senior 
directors at Deloitte’s Public Sector Practice, identify six principal features to power what 
they refer to as this ‘solution economy’: wave-makers; disruptive technologies; business 
models that scale; impact currencies; public value exchanges; and solution ecosystems. 
All elements are necessary but from a leadership perspective there are some particular 
abilities that are required to enable this ‘solution economy’ to work effectively.

Eggers and Macmillan note “[i]n some ways, the solution economy resembles a traditional 
one….. What has evolved are the participants and how they interact…. Understanding how 
the solution economy works requires looking beyond traditional divisions and removing 
entrenched mental silos.” Many of the participants in this new economy have evolved 
these behaviours on their own without any formal guidance – however there are a handful 
of organizations that are both vital parts of the process and also crucibles for developing 
the new participants within it. Eggers and Macmillan refer to these institutions as The 
Conveners – and the group includes some well-known names as leading examples: The 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation; The Clinton Global Initiative; Ashoka – the leading 
social entrepreneurs network; and the World Economic Forum.

What is interesting about these institutions is that they marry very high-profile events, such 
as the CGI Annual Meeting in New York and WEF’s Davos Meeting – which represents 
their public convening power - with an organization that actually works year round on 
specific projects and initiatives. Rakesh Khurana, Professor of Leadership Development 
in organizational behaviour at Harvard Business School, and Eric Baldwin set out in their 
recent Harvard Business School case published in June 2013, the World Economic 
Forum sees itself “in addition to being a facilitator of conversations among leaders from 
across sectors and around the world, as a thought-leader, agenda-setter, and weaver of 
networks for the global community….It also convenes a variety of communities, including 
more than 80 “Global Agenda Councils (GACs).”
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The Forum describes these GACs as “a unique, global community of thought-leaders who 
are the foremost experts in the fields of academia, business, government, international 
organizations and society [who] commit their extensive knowledge and passion to jointly 
shape the global, regional and industry agenda.” One of the best examples of this is the 
Forum’s ‘New Vision for Agriculture Initiative’ which was launched in 2010 to “serve[s] as 
a platform to build collaboration among stakeholders to achieve a vision of agriculture 
as a driver of food security, environmental sustainability and economic opportunity. The 
initiative has catalysed national and regional partnerships in 14 countries in Africa, Asia 
and Latin America and engages over 250 organizations globally.”

The New Vision for Agriculture has an ambitious remit, driven by the global challenge 
of a world population in excess of 9 billion by 2050, it looks to create a process where 
more people can be fed using fewer resources and in the process re-invigorating 
rural economies. Clearly this is a huge task, involving multiple stakeholders across all 
geographies. The ambition is therefore a very complex one. As Khurana and Baldwin note 
“complexity [is] the fundamental condition facing global actors. This complexity [is] in large 
part a result of the increasing interconnectedness of the world.”

The WEF’s Global Leadership Fellows program has been covered by Developing Leaders 
before in terms of its unique opportunity to develop cohorts of very highly talented young 
leaders over a period of three years, with unrivalled access to world, corporate and 
academic leaders and thought-leaders. Over the first two years, as detailed in the earlier 
articles, the Fellow’s program focuses on standard leadership topics of self-awareness and 
team leadership, albeit in a profound and rigorous way. The third year is different to most 
leadership programs; however, here the Fellows focus is on ‘leadership in a global context’.
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As Gilbert Probst, Dean of the Program, is keen to emphasize “unlike most organizations 
where developing a participant through such a sophisticated program and then to see 
them leave for elsewhere would be seen as a failure and a waste of investment, for the 
WEF enabling their Fellows to join other organizations and permeate the international 
community is a success.” He cites Fellows now working as CEO of Pemex; Director of 
Global Health Policy at Sanofi; Government Relations Manager at Anglo-American; a 
VP at Salesforce; Member of Parliament in S. Korea; Special Adviser to the President of 
Guinea; Head of PPI Agency for Guatemala – what all these roles have in common is 
a need and expertise in handling external collaborations in complex environments. The 
Fellows program has developed their abilities as catalysts for societal change.

There is perhaps no special ingredient that transforms a leader into a global leader, it is 
the same set of essential leadership skills that are required to lead within an organization 
as well as across organizations: self-awareness and people management skills lie as 
the necessary foundation. What the GLFP adds to this is practice and experience of 
dealing with a global view and the confidence and access to bring appropriate people 
together to make change happen. This is often a difficult task within large organizations, 
and frequently seen as being a major benefit of customized leadership programs within 
companies, where peers who do not know or regularly connect with each other are 
brought together for structured discussions; conducting the same process outside of 
organizations and across bodies that have very differing agendas – be they maximizing 
profit, political ones or societal ones – is more complicated and hard to achieve again.

Probst notes that “the Forum provides Fellows with the capacity to maintain a sense of 
agency amidst complexity, a conviction that they can effect change in the most multi-
dimensional of situations by identifying and focusing their energies, and their team’s 
energies, on the area where they can have a genuine impact.” This highlights, yet again, 
the unique ability of the Fellows Program to enable its participants to really practice what 
it teaches. For each of the Fellows have full-time roles as Associate Directors of different 
projects at the Forum.

As with all learning it is the practising of it that makes the difference. Practice builds 
understanding and confidence and so the ability to handle increasingly more challenging 
tasks. With the scale of the tasks facing global society, the world needs leaders who have 
the assured confidence and experience to handle its challenges.

The primary concept is one of humility – an appreciation that certainly no-one, and also no 
single organization, can deal with the enormity and complexity of these challenges. With 
that understanding it is incumbent on the leaders of societal change to bring together 
the best people they can across the most relevant organizations and inspire them with 
not just the need to find a solution but the belief that despite its size and complexity 
it is achievable. As Prof Khurana states in his case “[i]n the midst of such complexity 
the leader must be able to discern the area where he or she should focus, where her 
strengths and capacities, and those of her team or organization, could have the most 

“Understanding how the solution economy works 
requires looking beyond traditional divisions 

and removing entrenched mental silos”
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impact. A leader must also, despite such complexity, have a sense that real change is 
possible and he or she can have an impact… while recognizing that global problems were 
too big for any company or even nation to address, so that solutions required collaboration 
across sectors and regions.”

In September 2013 the New Vision for Agriculture hosted, in the WEF Geneva headquarters, 
a three-day Transformation Leaders Workshop. Lisa Dreier, the WEF’s Senior Director 
for Food Security and Development Initiatives, led the event which brought multiple 
stakeholders from the 33 partner corporate organizations that provide the New Vision 
for Africa with strategic vision and champion the initiative, together with representatives 
of governments from relevant countries and leaders of social enterprises and non-profit 
organizations. The power and momentum of the gathering was perhaps best captured 
by Yohannes Tilahun, a Senior Director with the Ethiopian Agricultural Transformation 
Agency (a body, itself sponsored by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation) who said 
“what surprised me the most is how many brilliant people are out there…in the past I have 
always tried to find a solution on my own; having come to this meeting though, I have 
realised I don’t need to do that anymore.”

Arne Cartridge, Director of Grow Africa at WEF, part of the New Vision initiative explains 
that “it is trying to take something that has worked on a pilot level, on a small scale to 
scale. To mobilise more resources and [see] how to get people to develop the skills of 
these partnerships – collaboration, building trust, creating understanding. To create that 
collaboration amongst different stakeholders is not easy.”

Building the abilities that Cartridge identifies is certainly not simple – it takes above all 
time for people to practise and understand how to most effectively apply their skills. 
Gilbert Probst has been monitoring the Fellows program for five years and plotting 
the participants’ progress against various metrics including Robert Kegan’s ‘Stages of 
Maturity’ model – the results are still being compiled, but what has appeared from initial 
research is that even with the cream of candidates and the most world-class development 
experiences, few are being accelerated into the elite self-transforming fifth stage through 
this intense program; though many do progress into the self-authoring fourth stage.

This indicates just how difficult mature senior leadership is to achieve – and how vital it is 
that high-potential leaders are given these horizon broadening experiences from early in 
their careers so that they have time to acquire and apply the skills that are required to lead 
societal change across complex environments – for the good of the world.

The Forum provides Fellows 
with the capacity to maintain 
a sense of agency amidst 
complexity, a conviction that 
they can effect change in 
the most multidimensional of 
situations… focusing their 
energies on the area where 
they can have a genuine impact
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